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The Belém Tower was initiated in 1515, thus being built the last 

fortress, a military defence mechanism strategically placed on Tagus, 

but it also served as a protection to the biggest monastery built, the 

Monastery and Church of Jeronimo‟s. Paulo Pereira emphasises that 

this reason explains “the morphology of the Tower and its ornamental 

opulence, which both accorded with current taste and was suited to its 

location on the bank of the river”. 
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Introduction:- 
ConcludingthePreviousarticlesaboutthisthemewiththetitle “TheEphemeralitybetweentheScenographicand 

Monumental Architecture” part I andpartIIareourvisionthattheMonumentalityofArchitectureisalsoassigned in 

PublicSpace. In thisScenariowerealisethatBelémTowerandheropulenceappearsnotjustbecauseit´s a military defense 

building, butalsobecausethePublicSpacethatsurroundsthebuildingisimponent. 

 

The Context of Belém Tower 

The Belém Tower was initiated in 1515, thus being built the last fortress, a military defence mechanism strategically 

placed on Tagus, but it also served as a protection to the biggest monastery built, the Monastery and Church of 

Jeronimo‟s. Paulo Pereira emphasises that this reason explains “the morphology of the Tower and its ornamental 

opulence, which both accorded with current taste and was suited to its location on the bank of the river, already 

being a place of monumental grandeur.”
1
 

 

The Tower has heraldic decoration motifs, such as the armillary sphere, the king‟s personal emblem which assumes 

an important relevance in the Manueline style rhetoric and in presenting a personal and individual mark in the king‟s 

works. Later interpretations on the armillary sphere state the presence of King Manuel in the polarity represented by 

„Hope‟, the hope in a new conquered world and in the expansion of Christianity, and the „sphere‟, the cosmological 

vision of the world
2
. 

 

The relationship established between discoveries and Monuments is superficial. The replacement in the Monument 

of Jeronimos (Fig. 6) of the Order of Christ, highly relevant in Tomar where Prince Henry was the Grand Master, 

with St Jerome‟s Order, a contemplative order with relevance in Spain, can be perfectly framed within King 

Manuel‟s political goals, towards the unification of Iberian Peninsula
3
.  
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Fig.1:- Jerónimos, the South Church door, Photo from Márionovais, 1954, in Galeria da Biblioteca de Arte da 

Fundac ̧ãoCalousteGulbenkian , [CFT015.208.ic] 

 

It is assumed as a King Manuel‟s work, which means, as a political work
4
. 

 

“He wanted a powerful piece of propaganda in the shape of a Great monastic house”
5
 

 

On 17th July 1517, a Papal Bull “named the monastery as the mother house of the Hieronymites Order in Portugal”
6
 

and the chief of the Order were transferred to the Monastery of Belém . On April 1517, according to King Manuel‟s 

testament, the monument is declared as a royal pantheon (thus abandoning Monastery of Batalha). Upon the King‟s 

death, in 1521, the work was not yet completed but it was already considered “an imperishable work”
7
. The work 

stood as an enormous Monument, the church and the dormitories, (the initial dormitories of the St. Jerome‟s friars 

would still be the dormitories of the Order of Christ friars, in provisional facilities set near Prince Henry‟s old 

church). Undone would remain the ambition of building a temple-palace, a metaphor of King Solomon‟s temple, 

which will elevate the king to both king and priest
8
 and intended to communicate a country‟s grandeur.  

 

The discoveries have a history far more complex than the will to expand the territory , in the Jerónimos , lays the 

mystery of the expansion of faith written in stone, in a complex and hermetical manner. The quest for the relation 

between architecture, man, nature and their dreams.  

 

The Built Urban Space 

The adjacent space to the Jerónimos (Fig. 2) was much altered since the 17thcentury, with the most significant 

changes happening in the 19thcentury (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 2:- Plan of Lisbon, Topographic map of Lisbon, 1856-1858 – drawing by CésarGoulard , Francisco Goulard and 

Carlos Pezerat, under direction of Filipe Folque; Colecc ̧ão de 25 folhas 644x944 mm, 1857 e 1858 in: Gabinete de 

EstudosOlisiponenses. 

 

The first alteration made to the riverside happens in 1678, with the construction of a jetty , which was not parallel to 

the Jerónimos, (King Pedro II) to protect the Belém beach from tidal forces 11, but the problem prevailed until King 

João V‟s reign, during which some general improvement plans are put forward. These include Carlos Mardel‟s Plan, 

around 1750, which aimed towards the shaping of the riverside from the Terreiro do Pac ̧o to Belém , including a 

public walkway along the margin and several spacesdedicated to naval construction, workshops for a new „Arsenal 

da Marinha‟12, planning for a big port in Lisbon. 

 

In the final half of the 19thcentury, many projects came forward considering the pier. The embankment works began 

on 1859, while there was some discussion regarding the plans that would alter the river‟s irregular margin, now 

handling the construction of a new jetty parallel to the convent, finished in 187213. This area begins to be gardened 

and, in the beginning of the 20thcentury, it has 5 small monuments: to Bartolomeu dias , to King João II , to King 

Manuel I , to Vasco da Gama and to Prince Henry the navigator , which disappear with the Exhibition of the 

Portuguese World ; there was still a Calvary near the Jerónimos church‟s southern door symbol izing Vasco da 

Gama‟s embarkation14. This riverside area suffers a great morphological and functional restructuration, which alters 

its meaning and its relation with the city. According to the decree of 9thApril 1887, the Real Companhia dos 

Caminhos-de-ferro was given permission to develop and exploit direct line between Alca ̂ntara, Belém and , from 

here, to Cascais15. Apart from the embankment which gave it a rectilinear margin, a railway track was also built, 

thus enhancing people and goods mobility.  
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Fig. 3:- PlanofLisbon , drawingbyengineer Silva Pinto e Alberto de Sá Correia , 1904-1911 in: Ca ̂mara Municipal de 

Lisboa, Gabinete de estudos Olisiponenses. 

 

Commerce grew stronger, an important example of such fact is the fair in Belém , which took place in the Jerónimos 

square and became regulated by 1871 public notice . The Belém Market was built , the works began in 1880 but it 

was demolished in 1940, to make room for the Exhibition of the Portuguese World . The famous house of the Pasteis 

de Belém , started in 1841, sells the pastries created according to the monastic gastronomic tradition, which, as the 

Monastery faced some troubled times, began selling these pastries, since 1739, in Rua de S . Jerónimo (now Rua de 

Belém), now known as „pasteis de Belém‟ . The house was part of a set of cafés and restaurants which started their 

activity with the increase in the local commerce.  

 

On the 31stof October of 1887, the king placed the first stone for the shaping of the river line . Other infrastructures 

were also developed such as the Cais do Sodré‟s Railway Station , a port terminal connected to the railway. The 

entire area between the railway track and the river, since the embankment construction, became propriety of 

Lisbon‟s Port Administration.16 

 

The work was developed under supervision of French engineer Pierre HildernetHersent . On 1910, with the 

implementation of the Republic , the royal Palace of Belém is t ransformed into a Presidential palace . On the same 

year, the Jerónimos and the Torre de Belém are classified as national Monuments . The most emblematic monuments 

are classified and , among these , are the Jerónimos monument and the Tower of Belém 17. In 1923 comes the 

conclusion of the embankments and the margin‟s shaping.  

 

In the spaces built, appeared some fishing and industrial nuclei, a clear demonstration of economical growth. From 

there until 1940, the place demonstrated a clear economic growth, through commerce and the settlement of factories.  

 

Thus, the urban set is the result of continuities and discontinuities, intrinsic to a successive unplanned growth. The 

monumental presence and the industrial vitality are entwined in the same urban space of the capital and this situation 

endures during the 20thcentury18. For the Commemorations of the Centennials, the Government performed a series 
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of works and infrastructures, such as the national Stadium, and new roads, such as the road to Cascais. Around this 

time, trees were planted over a vast area , Monsanto. The space in front of the Jerónimos was chosen for the 

Exhibition of the Portuguese World19. The urban intervention that took place for the exhibition not only had the 

intention of linking the river to the city but also of provide that “the Jerónimos looked , once again, at the River 

Tagus, the universal road of our civilization”20. Between the Tagus and the Jerónimos was left the pre -existent 

railway track and the riverside road to Cascais, also built at that time . The railway track stands , to this day , as an 

urban barrier , although several intervention plans tried to eliminate its impact on the space in front of the Jerónimos . 

Thisbarrier does not impede the 1940 exhibition.  

 

After the Exhibition: Renovating Public Spaces 

The impact created by the exhibition on this space, regarding the physical transformations, still remains to this day. 

Conceived as ephemeral, it was neither such a thing, not even immediately after, nor can it be analysed as an 

ephemeral event, because it determined physical alterations to the space, which still linger today (Fig. 4). Its 

presence is there , in the urban fabric , particularly in Prac ̧ a do Império and some small buildings , although with 

many contradictions in time. It still endures because the project determined some guidelines which favoured 

implementations such as Centro Cultural de Belém , the water mirror permanency and its relation with the dock, the 

gardens, the conception behind the Monument to the discoveries, only to name a few aspects.  

 

 
Fig. 4:- Belém after the Exhibition of the Portuguese World , Survey and drawing by Instituto Geográfico e 

Cadrastal, 1948-1949: in Ca ̂mara Municipal de Lisboa, Gabinete de estudosOlissiponenses 

 

This phase will be perceived as the ephemeral attitude which becomes permanent through the drawing of the public 

space, considering Prac ̧ a do Império as the centre of urban transformation . This is not an attempt to break away 

from the relationship with architecture, with pre-existent buildings as the Jerónimos or created for the Exhibition 

like the Monument to the discoveries including some minor constructions at the Museum of Popular Art. 

One should also emphasise the importance of ephemeral drawings, freer frompreconceived concepts and 

responsibilities that are rather important for the development of ideas for architecture. The study cases will dwell the 

research question, but, at this stage, we will analyse what happened after the Exhibition and the relations between 
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permanence and necessary transformation in the buildings and in the public space. The exhibition was closed to the 

public after a decision made by Salazar and, as it was published in an editorial dated 18thnovember 1940, in “diário 

de notí cias”, the exhibition was a page in History, “a lesson, a memoir, and it served no other end” Margarida 

Acciaiuoli recalls21what was then written “an ephemeral figure dies the day it‟s born” and it is accomplished in the 

“mission which was its destiny”.  

 

Conclusion:- 

For the local press,22the exhibition did bring some good things to Belém and several authors agree with this 

opinion. 

Some pavilions were to be demolished because they were ephemeral and those with a steel frame would remain as, 

for example, those parallel to Prac ̧a do Império and the Monument to the discoveries would also be conserved 23.  

 

In February 1941, a cyclone destroyed some ephemeral constructions, which eventually hurried the exhibition‟s 

demolition process. Prince Henry‟s statue ended up falling unto the river109 and, later, was dismounted. 

Many Pavilions were effectively demolished, others endured and others were still reused and even occupied for a 

short time, while the future of the entire space was still being analysed. After the exhibition , a large area was 

urbanised but , behind the Jerónimos , several detached houses were built, which currently serve, for the most part, as 

embassies (Fig. 4). A commission was created to study the space occupied by the exhibition and to perform some 

works on Prac ̧a do Império 24. CAPOPI25- Comissão Administrativa do Plano de Obras da Prac ̧a do Império (lit. 

“Prac ̧a do Império‟s Work Plan Administrative Commission ) – was a technical commission in charge of preparing, 

together with Lisbon‟s City Hall (CML), Belém‟s area renovation . This commission saw its work area extended 

outside the area occupied by 1940‟s exhibition, becoming responsible for the works in Prac ̧a do Império (Fig. 5), 

according to the contract established on 12thdecember 1942.  

 

 
 

Lisbon‟s City Hall performed some improvement works on the lake and on the water mirror, both designed for the 

celebratory year. CAPOPI continues the restoration works and maintains some decorative elements belonging to the 

centennial exhibition.  
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